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This was always going to be a tough fixture - it was last season, and this was no different. In
April, our visitors spoilt the look of the results table that would have shown seven straight
wins to end the season, grabbing all three points in a 1-0 win in the middle of the sequence,
so there were no illusions about this being a straight forward three points.

In the end it was a little bit of magic that won it for us, as Milo hit his fourth goal in five days to
secure the points.

It appeared we may be struggling
with Danny Crump, Rhys Barber
and Joe Francis all unavailable for
selection, but Floyd Croll signed in
midweek and went straight into the
side between the sticks. Rhys
Barber was available after wife
Nicola had given birth to Russell
Francis on Tuesday, leaving just
Joe side-lined, carrying out his
best man’s duties at a wedding.

At 29, Croll is an accomplished
‘keeper who has played for many local non-league sides since being released by Wigan
Athletic back in 2007, and proved an able replacement for Crump for this game. Croll’s claim
to fame being that he once scored against Tim Howard (Manchester United) whilst playing for
Wigan Reserves - you can find the goal on you tube should you wish to have a look.



Stuart Boardley was available for
the first time this season and was
named as a sub as was Taylor
Hastings, who played the full 90
minutes on Tuesday evening and
was unfortunate to be named as
substitute for this game, but it’s
bound to happen with a 46 game
league season. We are going to
need the full squad for what will be
a busy winter, even more so if we
have success in some of the cup
competitions, and I’m guessing that

others will feel the disappointment of being left out of the starting line up at times as Kev &
Ian try to look at the bigger picture, while also focusing on each individual match.

Again, there was a healthy crowd of over 200 watching the game, which is always a boost for
the players but a stiff westerly ‘breeze’ blowing across the pitch made ball control more
difficult for both sides.

The game started at a fast pace with Godmanchester the first to show, Tom Sparks firing
over Croll’s bar from 25 yards & Ross Munro curling a free kick wide in the first couple of
minutes. The Seasiders replied with Scott Chaplin cutting inside and drilling in a low shot that
had the pace taken out of it on a pitch that could perhaps have had a closer haircut pre-
game, which gave the visiting ‘keeper enough time to get down and push it away with his
fingertips.

Croll saved from Reece King at the
expense of a corner, and at the
other end Peachy denied Matthews
after Kerridge had won the ball, but
a goal was coming and in the 16
minute Jordan Matthews set up
Powell, who saw his initial effort
saved but following up he latched
on to the loose ball and rifled his
effort past Peachey.

The Seasiders might have
extended their lead on the half
hour but Peachey saved from Powell, and a minute later it was all square rather than 2-0.
The Seasiders conceded possession in the middle of the park and Ross Munro collected the
loose ball, looking up he saw a big gap and volleyed his side level from 25 yards,, giving Croll
no chance.

It was nip and tuck heading into the break but the home side should have gone in with their

th



noses in front as two minutes before the break Chaplin got down the right and crossed to the
far post where Powell met the ball with a firm header, but headed just the wrong side of the
post.

The second half saw few chances
created at either end,
Godmanchester had the better of
the exchanges for twenty minutes
without forcing Croll into any
serious saves but as the clock
ticked down, the home side
regained the initiative, finishing the
game the stronger side.  They
might have had to settle for a draw
but for a bit of magic from Powell
with five minutes left, when he
collected Stuart Boardley’s throw in

and flicked it over the head of Munro before teeing the ball up and volleying a superb effort
past Peachey from 18 yards. It was a goal worthy of winning any game and indeed, it won
this one as the Seasiders played out the final five minutes, plus an added four, carefully
protecting their advantage.

It made it three out of three and it’s on the Rush Green Bowl on Tuesday and FC Clacton…
another tough game - aren’t they all - there are no illusions about easy games this season!

     

Hopefully we will see you all on parade at 7:45 Tuesday! - Up The Seasiders!
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